
Resolution #5-R-19 

Rededication & Revitalization of Soldier’s Square 

 

Submitted by: Alderperson Schultz, District 9 & Alderperson Williams, District 10 

Date: May 15, 2019 

 

Referred To: Community & Economic Development Committee 

 

WHEREAS; Monuments have long been used by civilizations as a way to commemorate a common 

history and to visualize a shared future and have historically been incorporated into the fabric of civic 

life through the formation of public spaces which embrace them, and; 

 

WHEREAS; For the bereaved, military comrades, and the public at large, public memorials function as 

virtual graves for those who often died far from home on foreign soil and serve as permanent 

reminders of the steep price our nation, and our City, has paid for the preservation of its security and 

freedoms and the events that have helped shape our common history, and; 

 

WHEREAS; the one-block long plaza roughly 80 feet in width between South Morrison and South 

Oneida streets, deeded to Appleton in the 1850's by Boston philanthropist Amos Adams Lawrence, the 

namesake of Lawrence University, holds a deed restriction that it function as a 'Pedestrian Mall', in 

perpetuity, lest it be returned to the Lawrence family, and; 

 

WHEREAS; Market Street, as it was once known, was renamed in 1911 as 'Soldiers Square,' precipitated 

by the dedication of a monument created by Italian sculptor Chevalier Gaetano Trentanove and 

presented by Appleton industrialist A.W. Priest in memory of his brother, James Priest, who died in the 

Civil War, and; 

 

WHEREAS; In 1915, in response to a national call to honor those who served in the Spanish-American 

War, the City of Appleton petitioned for and received one of the one thousand “Remember the USS 

Maine” memorial plaques, cast form the salvaged metals of the infamous warship before it was sunk 

off the shores of Havana Harbor and dedicating it, along with two Napoleon cannon from the same 

conflict, on the East end of Soldier's Square, and: 

 

WHEREAS; In 1922, The City Planning Survey recognized the importance of Soldier's Square, its newly 

established memorial reflection space, as a primary element in its first attempt to create a bold new 

vision for downtown, featuring an expanded monument boulevard as an anchor to its propose civic 

centre on the bluff site, and;  

 

WHEREAS; In the late 30's, to make way for parking, the Spanish American War Memorial was  

relocated to Pierce Park where, subject to vandalism and the scrap drive of 1943 which resulted in the 

loss of the cannon, has since deteriorated beyond recognition while the Civil War memorial, which 

remained in Soldier's Square, was largely neglected for over a century, forfeiting its prominence in the 

public plaza, and: 

 

WHEREAS; More recently, the veterans of the Middle East conflicts, but also including those who served 

in Viet Nam, Korea and other conflicts over the last half century, have not been formerly recognized in 

the public commons of Soldier's Square, though deserving of the same recognition and honor afforded 

all veterans of foreign wars, and; 

 

WHEREAS; Soldier's Square, once provided a place of solace and contemplation, where these 

memorials were appreciated for their aesthetic and symbolic value beyond their commemorative 

purpose, complementing the mission of the civic spaces in which they reside by connecting us and 

causing us to reflect on something larger than ourselves; 

 

WHEREAS; the City of Appleton, presently in the midst of a grand redesign of its downtown core and 



bluff sites, including multi-use development proposals adjacent to Soldier's Square, is being afforded a 

once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to embrace its history and its reverence for our veterans and all who 

have served since the foundation of the City, by righting this long-standing violation of the spirit of the 

Amos Lawrence deed restriction and public trust; 

 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED; That the City of Appleton will commit to an effort to revitalize 

Soldier's Square and make every attempt to recapture the former function of the space as an open 

and inviting pedestrian mall and reflection space by rededicating the original boundaries of the 

pedestrian plaza and public monument square; 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED; that the City complete both the full restorations of the Civil War Memorial and 

the Spanish-American War Memorial in the newly revitalized plaza using funds allocated to such 

restorations in the projected budget for restoration, as well as accommodate the placement of a new 

'recent conflicts' memorial at the heart of the plaza to be funded by the citizens of Appleton and a 

number of local non-profits leading the restoration effort including, but not limited to Sculpture Valley, 

The Hearthstone Historic House Museum, VFW Post 2778, Desert Veterans of Wisconsin – Fox Valley 

Chapter, American Legion Post 38 and whomever else rises to assist in this honorable and historic  

en-devours. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

TO:  Community & Economic Development Committee (CEDC) 
 
FROM: Karen Harkness, Director  
 
DATE:  June 12, 2019  
 
RE:  Resolution #5-R-19: Rededication and Revitalization of Soldier’s Square 
 

 

 

Resolution #5-R-19 was introduced by Alderperson Schultz, District #9 and Alderperson 
Williams, District #10 at the May 15, 2019 Common Council meeting. 

 

Staff Recommendation: 

Resolution #5-R-19 be referred to staff to complete due diligence. 

M E M O R A N D U M 

 

 
“…meeting community needs…enhancing quality of life.” 



 

 

 

 

TO:  Community & Economic Development Committee (CEDC) 
 
FROM: Karen Harkness, Director  
 
DATE:  September 11, 2019  
 
RE:  Resolution #5-R-19: Rededication and Revitalization of Soldier’s Square 
 

 

Resolution #5-R-19 Rededication & Revitalization of Soldier’s Square was submitted by 
Alderpersons Schultz and Williams on May 15, 2019.  It went to CEDC on June 12, 2019 and 
was referred to staff to complete due diligence.  The Departments of Community and 
Economic Development, Parks, Recreation and Facilities, and Public Works, as well as the 
City Attorney’s Office, all participated in the completion of the due diligence. 
 
Attached are the following documents:  

 Resolution #5-R-19 

 Memo from City Attorney Walsh dated September 5, 2019 

 Staff Memo dated June 12, 2019 

 Original Deed from 1851 

 Historical Newspaper Articles 

 Municipal Services Minutes dated November 11, 2008 

 Common Council Minutes from November 19, 2008 

 Civil War Monument Condition Report 

 Excerpt from Comprehensive Plan Re: Soldier Square/YMCA Parking Ramp Area 

 1922 Comprehensive Plan  

 Map of Streets and Area in 1922 
 
Due Diligence Findings 
This property was conveyed by Amos Lawrence to the City of Appleton in 1851.  The City 
Attorney’s memo states, “…it is clear that the City’s use of Soldiers Square for a street and 
parking area is consistent with the terms of conveyance.”  On November 11, 2008, Municipal 
Services moved to deny Resolution #12-R-08 and, ultimately, the resolution was withdrawn by 
the author.  On November 11, 2008, Municipal Services recommended Soldier Square from 
Oneida Street to Morrison Street to be reconstructed with concrete pavement and curb and 
gutter.  The recommended geometry of Soldier Square was presented at the October 21st 
meeting and included incorporating angled parking, an enclosure for refuse collections, 
lowering the statue, and a “café area” along the eastern half of the north side of Soldier 
Square.  This design was done with a great deal of input from business and property owners 
and Appleton Downton Inc. (ADI).  Council approved this action on November 19, 2008.   

M E M O R A N D U M 

 

 
“…meeting community needs…enhancing quality of life.” 
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Soldier Square was originally scheduled for reconstruction in 2010. Reconstruction was 
delayed until 2012.  At that time, it was constructed as to the design discussed with the 
community at a cost of $200,000 with 32 parking stalls generating $40,000 in annual revenue. 
  
The Parks, Recreation and Facilities Department in 2015 had the Civil War Memorial 
inspected, and the report indicated the scope of work and the estimated cost to repair the 
monument is between $14,000 to $20,000.  It is the Department’s intent to complete this work 
within the next five years using CIP artwork monies.  This monument would not be moved due 
to cost feasibility and it already exists in the Soldier Square Area.  
 
The Spanish American War Memorial that was in Soldier Square was moved to Pierce Park in 
the late 30’s.  Plans to refurbish this memorial in its 9 decades’ location are currently in the 
planning stages.  In addition, there are two other monuments in this same area that will also 
be restored.  The Department invited Sculpture Valley to meet with staff and review these 
plans, which they, without seeing them, are not supportive of as a result of their desire to 
develop and move the Spanish American War Memorial to the Soldier Square Area.  
Approximately 4 years ago, the PR&F Department worked with Sculpture Valley to purchase 
new cannons for this monument which will be installed when the monument is refurbished in 
Pierce Park.  It is anticipated this work will be completed within the next two years.   
 
The 1922 Comprehensive Plan shows a design in this area for a Civic Center including the 
YMCA, Library, City Hall, Municipal Museum and Art Building, Women’s Club, Vocational 
School, Lawrence Music Conservatory, two Churches and Stores.  To the best of our 
knowledge, portions of this plan were implemented, but the core components of this concept 
plan were not actionized due to the cost to assemble the land, construction of several new 
buildings, and the natural growth of the urban core.   
 

The 2017 Comprehensive Plan shows a concept designed for many areas in the Central 
Business District.  The Soldier Square concept design is shown in a flexible manner to 
accommodate a mix of daily, weekly, seasonal and special event uses.  For example, the use 
of retractable bollards at S. Oneida Street and Soldier’s Square would allow for multiple 
configurations of pedestrian-only space.   
 
In November 2016, Council directed the Community and Economic Development Department 
to issue a Request for Proposals (RFP) to develop a 200,000 square foot mixed-use library 
somewhere in the Central Business District.  In January 2017, the City received 8 proposals 
from 5 developers.  Subsequently, Council accepted a proposal from Commercial Horizons to 
redevelop the Soldier Square Ramp site for a mixed-use library.  Staff and developer were 
then directed to continue due diligence required to redevelop this site.  Resources were spent 
towards this endeavor until Council directed to hold any further due diligence until 
development of Bluff Site One was better developed.     
 

Staff Recommendation: 

For all of the facts stated above, staff recommends Resolution #5-R-19 BE DENIED. 



James P. Walsh 
City Attorney 

Christopher R. Behrens 
Deputy City Attorney 

Amanda Abshire 
Assistant City Attorney 

Darrin M. Glad 
Assistant City Attorney 

 

 

 

LEGAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
Office of the City Attorney 

100 North Appleton Street 
Appleton, WI  54911 

Phone: 920/832-6423 
Fax: 920/832-5962 

 
TO:  Alderperson Matt Reed, Chair 
  Members of the Community and Economic Development Committee 
 
FROM: James P. Walsh, City Attorney 
 
DATE: September 5, 2019 
 
RE:  Soldiers Square Dedication 
 
 
This office has been requested to provide an opinion regarding the status of Soldiers Square and its 
position regarding the conveyance from Amos Lawrence. At the outset, it is important to identify that 
the property was conveyed in 1851.  The 1851 conveyance contains the following language: 
 

“To the use of said town as a public highway and for no other use and when no longer used 
as a public highway or when used for any other purpose whatsoever than to revert to the 
said parties of the first part their heirs or assigns.” 

 
The language of the conveyance requires the property conveyed, the Soldiers Square 80-foot street, 
shall be used as a highway. The term highway is not defined in the Deed.  It is a basic tenet of contract 
interpretation, that when words are subject to different meanings, a resort to a commonly used 
dictionary is acceptable.  Webster’s 9th Collegiate Dictionary defines “highway” as “[a] public way 
especially a main direct road.”  In addition, §340.01(22) of the Wisconsin Statutes defines “highway” 
as “[a] ll public ways and thoroughfares and bridges on the same.  It includes the entire width between 
the boundary lines of every way open to the use of the public as a matter of right for the purposes of 
vehicular traffic.” 
 
Given the definitions indicated above, it is clear that the City’s use of Soldiers Square for a street and 
parking area is consistent with the terms of the conveyance.  Hopefully this information is helpful to 
the Committee.  If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
JPW:jlg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
J:\Attorney\WORD\Jpw\MEMOS\CEDC ‐ Soldier Square Ramp Deed Restriction Opinion 09‐05‐2019.doc 

“…meeting community needs…enhancing quality of life.” 

























































































































































































































































































































































RESOLUTION  #5-R-19  - AMENDMENT Offered at 10/2/2019 Council Meeting 

 

Rededication and revitalization of Soldier's Square 

 

WHEREAS; Monuments have long been used by civilizations as a way to commemorate a common 

history and to visualize a shared future, and have historically been incorporated into the fabric of civic 

life through the formation of public spaces which embrace them, just as they were on Market street in 

Appleton from 1851 through 1937, and; 

 

WHEREAS; For the bereaved, military comrades, and the public at large, public memorials function as 

virtual graves for those who often died far from home on foreign soil and serve as permanent 

reminders of the steep price our nation, and our City, has paid for the preservation of its security and 

freedoms and the events that have helped shape our common history, and; 

 

WHEREAS; a one-block long plaza 80 feet in width between South Morrison and South Oneida streets, 

was deeded to Appleton in the 1850's by Boston philanthropist Amos Adams Lawrence, the namesake 

of Lawrence University, with the deed restriction that it continue to function as a “Public Highway”, in 

perpetuity, lest it be returned to the Lawrence family, and; 

 

WHEREAS; Market Street, as it was known from the early days of Appleton, was renamed in 1911 as 

'Soldiers Square,' precipitated by the dedication of a monument erected to honor soldiers who fought 

in the Civil War, a monument created by Italian sculptor Chevalier Gaetano Trentanove and 

presented by Appleton industrialist A.W. Priest in memory of his brother, James Priest, who died in the 

Civil War, and; 

 

WHEREAS; In 1915, in response to a national call to honor those who served in the Spanish-American 

War, the City of Appleton petitioned for and received one of the one thousand “Remember the USS 

Maine” memorial plaques cast form the salvaged metals of the infamous warship before it was 

permanently sunk off the shores of Havana Harbor, dedicating it, along with two Napoleon cannon 

from the same conflict, on the East end of Soldier's Square, and: 

 

WHEREAS; In 1922, The City Planning Survey recognized the importance of Soldier's Square, its newly 

established memorial reflection space, as a primary element in its first attempt to create a bold new 

vision for downtown, featuring calling for an expanded monument boulevard to encompass what is 

now the Soldier's Square parking ramp footprint as an anchor to its proposed civic centre on the bluff 

site, and;  

 

WHEREAS; In the late 30's, to make way for parking, the Spanish American War Memorial was  

relocated to Pierce Park where it was subjected to vandalism and the metal scrap drive of 1943 which 

resulted in the loss of the cannon and memorial plaque, and has since deteriorated beyond 

recognition while the Civil War memorial, which remainsed in Soldier's Square, has been entirely 

neglected for over a century with sculptural elements missing from as far back as 1920, has ,over time, 

forfeited its prominence in the square plaza and in the public trust, and: 

 

WHEREAS; More recently, the veterans of the Middle East conflicts, but also including those who served 

in Viet Nam. Korea and others conflicts over the last half century, have NEVER been formerly 

recognized in the common public space of Soldier's Square or elsewhere in Appleton and are well-

deserving of the same recognition and honor afforded all veterans of foreign wars, and; 

 

WHEREAS; over the course of time, the very nature of Soldier's Square has changed so significantly, 

functioning more as a service corridor for parking and access to businesses, that it has lost, in its 

entirety, its original foundation and function as a civic plaza for which it was named and designed, 

and; 

 



 

WHEREAS; Soldier's Square, was meant to provide a place of solace and contemplation, where our 

memorials could be appreciated for their aesthetic and symbolic value beyond their intrinsic 

commemorative purpose, and complement the mission of the civic spaces in which they reside by 

connecting us and causing us to reflect on something larger than ourselves; 

WHEREAS; the City of Appleton's updated Comprehension Plan of 2016 included a concept for an 

expanded civic space, essentially envisioning the same expansion of Soldier's Square suggested in 

1922, and presented a grand concept of same which included a multi-use development, and 

 

WHEREAS; the City of Appleton, presently vested in and in the midst of a grand redesign of its 

downtown core and bluff sites, including multi-use development proposals adjacent to Soldier's 

Square, is being afforded a once-in-a-lifetime rare opportunity to re-embrace its lost history and 

reverence for our veterans and all who have served since the foundation of the City by righting this 

long-standing violation of the spirit of the Amos Lawrence deed restriction and the public trust; 

 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED; That the City of Appleton will commit to an effort to revitalize 

Soldier's Square and make every attempt to recapture the former function of the space as an open 

and inviting pedestrian mall, without any restrictions on potential utilitarian or accessibly needs as 

determined necessary by any adjacent development, save the following; by rededicating the civic 

space and putting out an RFP for said  revitalization effort at such time as appropriate  

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED;  that the City accommodate the relocation and restoration of  complete 

both the full restorations of the Civil War Memorial and the Spanish-American War Memorial in the 

newly revitalized plaza using funds allocated to such restorations in the projected budget for 

restoration, any foreseeable future redevelopment plans of Soldier's Square and delay its proposed 

restoration in its current location until a determination can be made   as well as accommodate the 

placement of more recent conflicts' memorials within Soldier's Square to be funded by the citizens of 

Appleton and a number of local non-profits and veteran and veteran services organizations. 

 

 



RESOLUTION  #5-R-19 Amended on ___________ 

 

Rededication and revitalization of Soldier's Square 

 

WHEREAS; Monuments have long been used by civilizations as a way to commemorate a common 

history and to visualize a shared future, and have historically been incorporated into the fabric of civic 

life through the formation of public spaces which embrace them, just as they were on Market Street in 

Appleton from 1851 through 1937, and; 

 

WHEREAS; For the bereaved, military comrades, and the public at large, public memorials function as 

virtual graves for those who often died far from home on foreign soil and serve as permanent 

reminders of the steep price our nation, and our City, has paid for the preservation of its security and 

freedoms and the events that have helped shape our common history, and; 

 

WHEREAS; a one-block long plaza 80 feet in width between South Morrison and South Oneida streets, 

was deeded to Appleton in the 1850's by Boston philanthropist Amos Adams Lawrence, the namesake 

of Lawrence University, with the deed restriction that it continue to function as a “Public Highway”, in 

perpetuity, lest it be returned to the Lawrence family, and; 

 

WHEREAS; Market Street, as it was known from the early days of Appleton, was renamed in 1911 as 

'Soldiers Square,' precipitated by the dedication of a monument erected to honor soldiers who fought 

in the Civil War, a monument created by Italian sculptor Chevalier Gaetano Trentanove and 

presented by Appleton industrialist A.W. Priest in memory of his brother, James Priest, who died in the 

Civil War, and; 

 

WHEREAS; In 1915, in response to a national call to honor those who served in the Spanish-American 

War, the City of Appleton petitioned for and received one of the one thousand “Remember the USS 

Maine” memorial plaques cast form the salvaged metals of the infamous warship before it was 

permanently sunk off the shores of Havana Harbor, dedicating it, along with two Napoleon cannon 

from the same conflict, on the East end of Soldier's Square, and: 

 

WHEREAS; In 1922, The City Planning Survey recognized the importance of Soldier's Square, its newly 

established memorial reflection space, as a primary element in its first attempt to create a bold new 

vision for downtown,  calling for an expanded monument boulevard to encompass what is now the 

Solder’s Square parking ramp footprint as an anchor to its proposed civic centre on the bluff site, and;  

 

WHEREAS; In the late 30's, to make way for parking, the Spanish American War Memorial was  

relocated to Pierce Park where it was subjected to vandalism and the metal scrap drive of 1943 which 

resulted in the loss of the cannon and memorial plaque, and has since deteriorated beyond 

recognition while the Civil War memorial, which remains in Soldier's Square,  has, over time, forfeited its 

prominence in the square, and: 

 

WHEREAS; More recently, the veterans of the Middle East conflicts, but also including those who served 

in Viet Nam. Korea and others conflicts over the last half century, have NEVER been formerly 

recognized in the common public space of Soldier's Square or elsewhere in Appleton and are well-

deserving of the same recognition and honor afforded all veterans of foreign wars, and; 

 

WHEREAS; Soldier's Square, was meant to provide a place of solace and contemplation, where our 

memorials could be appreciated for their aesthetic and symbolic value beyond their intrinsic 

commemorative purpose, and complement the mission of the civic spaces in which they reside by 

connecting us and causing us to reflect on something larger than ourselves; 

WHEREAS; the City of Appleton’s updated Comprehension Plan of 2016 included a concept for an 

expanded civic space, essentially envisioning the same expansion of Soldier’s Square suggested in 

1922, and presented a grand concept of same which included a multi-use development, 



andproviding for intentional connectivity between Houdini Plaza and Soldier Square, prioritizing 

walkability and usability; and  

 

WHEREAS; the City of Appleton, presently vested in and in the midst of a grand redesign of its 

downtown core and bluff sites, including multi-use development proposals adjacent to Soldier's 

Square, is being afforded a rare opportunity to re-embrace its lost history and reverence for our 

veterans and all who have served since the foundation of the City by righting this long-standing 

violation of the spirit of the Amos Lawrence deed restriction and the public trust; 

 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED;  

That “Soldier’s Square”, for the purposes of this Resolution, shall be defined as that portion of right of 

way approximately 80’ by 365’ in size, bounded by the following: South of College Avenue, West of 

Morrison Street, North of Lawrence Street, and East of Oneida Street; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED; 

That the City of Appleton will commit to an effort to revitalize Soldier's Square and make every 

attemptan effort to recapture the former function of the space as  ,an open and inviting pedestrian 

malla public highway without any restrictions on potential utilitarian or accessibly needs as determined 

necessary by any adjacent development, save the following;  

prohibiting any future ancillary development and without unduly impacting parking and traffic 

movement; and that the City accommodate the relocation and restoration of the Spanish-American 

War Memorial in  any foreseeable future redevelopment plans of Soldier’s Square and delay its the 

proposed restorations in its current location in Pirece Parkof the Spanish-American War Memorial, as 

well as the planned restoration of the and Civil War MemorailMemorial,  in its current location until a 

determination can be made to the relocation of the same,   as well as accommodate the placement 

of more recent conflicts' memorials within Soldier’s Square to be funded by the citizens of Appleton 

and a number of local non-profits and veteran and veteran services organizations.afford the 

opportunity to have other recent conflicts memorials recognized without any direct cost to the City of 

Appleton.  

 

 

 


